Not gonna happen
by G. Smith

1
stop brooding, start brawling
reality’s calling
stop dreaming, start screaming
this life is the real thing
no, i’m not famous
but wouldn’t it be cool
i know i’m not famous
not rich enough to rule
i cling to my music
afraid i might lose it
aware of your riot
a man’s got to try it
no, i’m not famous
this thought’s occured to me
i know i’m not famous
but someday i might be
(yes, someday i might be)
CHORUS
and there are so many dreams and there’s so much to achieve
but i’m not gonna make it if i stop to believe
and everyone that i talk to tells me quitting’s no good
i know they think that i should
and there are so many people who want me beggin on my knees
they never say they’re sorry but they’re expecting it from me
well, i’m sorry you’re mistaken if you think i give a damn
but i’ll never be sorry for who i am
2
you’re waving your banners
not pleased with my manners
go try this, go do that
but I’m not your puppet
no, i’m not perfect
it isn’t hard to see
i know i’m not perfect
i never tried to be
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politeness means lying
adapting means dying
i don’t want to hurt you
but you’re hurting me too
no, i’m not perfect
none of your methods help
i know i’m not perfect
but please, look at yourselves
(just once, look at yourselves)
CHORUS
and there are so many dreams and there’s so much to achieve
but i’m not gonna make it if i stop to believe
and everyone that i talk to tells me quitting’s no good
i know they think that i should
and there are so many people who want me beggin on my knees
they never say they’re sorry but they’re expecting it from me
well, i’m sorry you’re mistaken if you think i give a damn
but i’ll never be sorry for who i am
(once again)
and there are so many dreams and there’s so much to achieve
but i’m not gonna make it if i stop to believe
and everyone that i talk to tells me quitting’s no good
i know you think that i should
and there are so many people who want me beggin on my knees
they never say they’re sorry but they’re expecting it from me
well, i’m sorry you’re mistaken if you think i give a damn
but i’ll never be sorry for who i am
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